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Logline: 

StoryTent was settled up in market places around Finland to collect stories from random passers-by 
without thematic limitations imposed by the film crew. Thus something unexpected happened: The 
tent became an intimate confession room and a magic stage where stories of communal memory, 
love and life became a Story within a story.  
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1. Contacts 

Executive producer, sales 

Klaus Heydemann 
Inland Film Company Oy 
Katajanokanlaituri 5 
00160, Helsinki 16 
Finland 
mob: +358 400 279255 
klaus@inland.fi 

www.inland.fi 

 

 

 

Sales, screening copy & press 

Jussi Oroza 
Producer, director 
Inland Film Company Oy 
Katajanokanlaituri 5 
00160, Helsinki 16 
mob: +358 44 9243131 
juhani.oroza@yahoo.com 
oroza@inland.fi 
 
 

International distribution 
 
Open 
 

 

 

2. Director Jussi Oroza      

                                     
 
Jaime Juhani (Jussi) Oroza was born 1966 in La Paz, Bolivia. In Finland, he started to study cultural 
anthropology of developing countries and cinema-scriptwriting but finally graduated from Sheffield 
Hallam University in documentary film production 1996. After his MA-studies he lived in Bolivia 
as a farmer, father, development activist and current affairs film producer for next 5 years. After 
moving back to Finland in 2001 he has been working as a cameraman, director or editor with over 
200 educational and industrial films, within some TV-documentaries. From 2008 he has been 
producing the StoryTent cross-media project of which he was also awarded at the Nordisk 
Panorama Documentary Film Festival in Reykjavik. Within StoryTent project, he produced 67 
episodes short documentary prime-time TV-series, and the first 49min StoryTent documentary film 
“Voices of El Alto” has been commissioned and shown internationally in over 60 countries. The 
Stories from Finland is his first feature length documentary direction for TV and theatre 
distribution. 
  



3. Short synopsis  

Stories from Finland “FINNS” tells us through the personal stories what is most important to us and 
how we have become what we are and what kind of change we are going through when we move 
towards internationalization. 
 
We hear stories told by every generation, stories about hope, love, family, God, etc. We hear echoes 
of the past, the humbleness of the older generations, wounds, gratitude and happiness. The 
StoryTent is finally a magical and intimate space where personal stories connect with the communal 
memory and form a poetic narrative about Finnish soul, yet based on the fundamental questions of 
being a universal human being. Every viewer can look this film as a mirror, and he or she will see 
him or herself. 
This is one of the few films which really tells us more than just about us and our culture, it reaches 
something universal but recognisable. Really a great film and really inspiring experience. 
(From: Erkko Lyytinen, commissioning editor, YLE). 
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4. Longer Synopsis 
 
StoryTent mission is to share humanity’s stories in order to build bridges between people and create 
a more just and compassionate world. In Stories from Finland “FINNS”, the common people 
becomes alive and feels meaningful as they are seen and connected with the viewer. 
 
We hear stories told by every generation, stories about hope, love, family, God, etc. We hear echoes 
of the past, the humbleness of the older generations, wounds, gratitude and happiness. In this film, 
we hear tales that enhance feelings of identity, cohesion, competence, success, appreciation, 
opportunities, pride, self-respect and empowerment. The StoryTent is finally a magical and intimate 
space where personal stories connect with the communal memory and form a poetic narrative about 



Finnish soul, yet based on the fundamental questions of universal, collective consciousness. The 
“Stories from Finland” is also a visual contribution, and the attempt to link the bipartite society by 
emphasizing common environment, values and experiences. And at the same time: the path of life is 
basically immutable: love putting everything into motion, finding a pair, father and mother shape 
the fate of children. The purpose of the film is to open bridges between people and make visible the 
meanings and interpretations that we can call the human understanding of ourselves and the rest of 
the world. The movie activates us to really listen and motivate to share. It is a really important 
question that, are we indeed isolated and alienated, lost contact with each other and our own values 
as well as ourselves. Essential, and the aim in this film is to find humanity, connect with shared 
stories.  
 
Nearly 600 stories were filmed in Finland and I finally chose for the movie thirty-three. These 
historically and emotionally most representative personal stories form the dramaturgy body of the 
film. We go from love to birth, from childhood to youth, from famine to wartime, from urbanisation 
to prosperous and fastly internationalizing Finland. 
The film is also an official documentary movie of Finland 100 years of independence celebration 
programme. 
Every wiever can look this film as a mirror, and he or she will see him or herself. 
 
This is one of the few films which really tells us more than just about us and our culture, it reaches 
something universal but recognisable. Really a great film and really inspiring experience. 
(From:/ Erkko Lyytinen, commissioning editor, YLE). 
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5.1. Film Details & credits 
 
English Title    
Stories from Finland “FINNS” 
 
Length 
Feature length 84min.  
TV version 52min. available 
5 x 3min StoryTent Finland short documentaries also available 
 
History of other StoryTent TV commissioned short movies 
Voices of El Alto 49min. 2013, IDFA competition and distributed in 49 countries in Afridocs. 
Voices Bolivia and Voices South Africa distributed in 79 countries on Why Poverty project. 
 
Month/year of completion    
Abril 2017 
 
Country of production    
Finland 
 
Film categories 
All / Art / History / Culture, Human Interest / Social Issues, Politics / Society  
 
Production company name    
Inland Film Company Ltd. / Klaus Heydemann 
 
Format  
Colour, B&V, ProRess 422, DVD/BlueRay final version, preview copy with Eng.subtitles, 84min / 
vimeo.com link on demand 
 
Trailer 
https://vimeo.com/221894134 
 
Original language 
finish 
 
Subtitles   
English    
 
Screening format    
DCP / Digital Cinema 2k 1.85 / 24/25 frames per second, 
BlueRay 
 
Original format  
Proress422, 1920/1080 25P 
 



 
Sound format 
Stereo / 5.1 surround sound  
 
Involved TV channel 
YLE Finland 
 
 
5.2. Credits 

director  
Jussi Oroza 
 
screenplay 
Jussi Oroza 
 
executive producer 
Klaus Heydemann / Inland Film Company Oy 
 
producer 
Jussi oroza 
 
cinematography 
Jussi Oroza 
 
creative producer, Rought Cut Service 
Iikka Vehkalahti 
 
photography 
Saara Mansikkamäki 
 
editor 
Jussi Oroza 
 
editing assistant 
Ulrika Enckell 
 
sound  
Benjamin Oroza 
 
music 
Antti Nordin, composition and arrangement 
Sibone Oroza, lyrics 
 
musicians 
Antti Nordin, Boris Nordin, Sibone Oroza, 
Franka Oroza, Mikko Helenius 
Mauri Saarikoski, Elsa Sihvola, Lassi Kari 
 
Theme songs interpretation 
Sibone Oroza, Franka Oroza 



 
music ”Lei” song 
Abdigani Hussein ”Kani”  composition and arrangement 
 
mixer 
Asko Ahonen / Revolver studios 
 
trailer, colour grading and graphics 
Jussi Oroza 
 
finance 
AVEK – Outi Rousu 
 
finance  
YLE - Erkko Lyytinen 
 
 
Other credits: StoryTent Finland stories collection working team 2010-2016  

Benjamin Oroza  orginal StoryTent idea 
Kirsi Mattila    interviewer 
Sini Järnström   camera 
Ismo Leinonen  interviewer 
Aija Salovaara   interviewer 
Janne Kari   interviewer, 2.camera 
Saija Malkakorpi  assistant 
Arto Kaivanto   making off camera 
Jussi Oroza   producer, interviewer, edition, camera 
Lauri Talasmäki  internet-producer, coordinator 
Zahid Choudhury  assistant, internet coding 
Sami Laitinen   v.2016 interviewer,  coordinator 
 

Storytellers in the film 
Göran Palmqvist 
Tuuli Manninen 
Otto Köngäs 
Pentti Ahlroot  
Iida Reini 
Göran Tornberg 
T. Seppänen 
Mauno Ranto 
Minna Rimpilä 
Janne Hakkarainen 
Oiva Vallius 
Lassi, Elias ja Erik (pojat) 
Martti Kinnunen 
Viljo Liukkonen 
Jussi Kleemola 
Vilho Kuusela 
Riitta Palomäki 



Soili Mantila 
Paula Malinen 
Johanna Broman 
Markku Tuomikorpi 
Hilkka Malm 
Shahnaz Mikkonen 
Metin Sahinler 
Sakke (Peloton) 
Abdigani Hussein ”Kani” (räpman) 
Tapani Hyrkäs 
Riitta Excell 
Synnove Excell 
Marta Vera Ortiz 
Päivi Kuusela 
Jussi Kuokkanen 
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6. Director's note 

The documentary Film ”Stories from Finland” has been created using the StoryTent concept, 
which is based on a simple idea: take a portable green screen studio, which is built inside a tent, and 
collect stories told directly to camera with as little intervention as possible by the film makers. 
StoryTent is like a stage where stories can freely evolve without thematic limitations. Thus, the 
unexpected might happen. The diversity of stories might unmask that humanity has as many faces 



as storytellers. It might also emphasize that people living in Finland, and also from different cultural 
backround, have much in common: dignity, persistence, imagination, will power, humor, 
intelligence, courage, humility, nobility, empathy, love and passion... hope and faith. 
 

 
       
The main reason to look at the film will be the emotional tension of the whole film. We believe, that 
the strongest emotions come out of love and empathy exposing also the inner hidden feelings and 
thoughts of the people.  As a whole, the film challenges the well-meaning viewer to feel, connect, 
think and share.  
 
Background 
StoryTent concept was created ten years ago by dir. Benjamin Oroza and further developed together 
with Iikka Vehkalahti and Jussi Oroza. In Finland it became a popular Sunday primetime 67-
episode short documentary series commissioned by YLE dokumenttiprojekti. Soon after the initial 
success, StoryTent expanded into a cross-media project. From over 600 stories collected in Finland, 
was also made an 8-episode one-hour radio feature series and an interactive web platform was 
established for viewing the un-edited stories. The simple idea to collect 20-30 stories in a day 
grabbed international attention at INPUT in Budapest, Sunny Side at La Rochelle, France and at 
Sheffield Doc/Fest MeetMarket. The StoryTent and 1000 stories open source cross-media project 
presented by StoryTent producer, Jussi Oroza was also awarded with Open Source Development 
grant from Nordisk Film & TV fond at the Nordisk Panorama Documentary Film Festival in 
Reykjavik. 2012. Benjamin Oroza and Jussi Oroza were invited to South Africa by STEPS 
International, with the StoryTent. The short films shot in Tembisa Township were shown for 
International audiences in C3 Towards Carnegie III. In Congo-Kinshasa, StoryTent collaborated 
with dir. Djo Mumba. Other StoryTent movie by Jussi and Benjamin Oroza Voices of El Alto 2013, 
were at IDFA competition and distributed in 49 countries within Afridocs project 2016 and Voices 
Bolivia, Voices South Africa were distributed on TV in 79 countries on Why Poverty project 2013. 
 

7. Festivals / distribution 

Finland theatre distribution: Inland Film Company via Finnkino Oy, autumn 2017. 

International distribution Open 

8. Production company and executive producer 

Inland Film Company Ltd. / Klaus Heydemann 

www.inland.fi, inland@inland.fi, mob: + 358 400 279255 

Katajanokanlaituri 5, oo160 Helsinki16, Finland, VAT: FI22396536 



 

         

   
 

 

Helsinki 15th of June 2017 

Juhani (Jussi) Oroza, producer, director 

 


